The classical black holes predicted by general relativity (the Einstein theory of gravity) are invisible objects due to their intrinsic physical properties. Formally speaking, the black hole event horizon is a hypersurface generated by the photon geodesics which do not end on the spatial infinity [1] . Simply speaking, the photons, forming (generating) the event horizon, do not reach the distant observer.
In spite of this strong statement, forbidding a direct observation of isolated black holes, a distant observer may reveal the dark black hole silhouettes, if black holes are highlighted by the hot matter. In real astrophysical conditions, the corresponding hot matter may be either some stationary luminous background behind the black hole or nonstationary luminous matter plunging into a black hole.
The most favorite astrophysical candidates for observation of the black hole images, having the largest angular diameters of their event horizons, are the supermassive objects SgrA* and M87* in the center of our Galaxy and, respectively, in the central part of the galaxy M87.
Direct evidence of the black hole existence in the Universe is a discovery of the object in the Universe with all its mass enclosed inside the event horizon of this object. Just direct evidence of the black hole existence was announced on April 10 of this year by the Event Horizon Telescope collaboration, presenting a first im-age of the supermassive black hole M87* with the unprecedented angular resolution of the order of angular microsecond [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The event horizon of this black hole with a mass 6 10 9 M ⊙ has indeed this angular size on the celestial sphere. Presented unique image of the black hole M87* consists quantitatively from two distinctive features: the dark of part, which is interpreted as a real silhouette of this black hole and the bright asymmetric ring, which is interpreted as a radiation of the accreting matter falling into black hole.
The image of the supermassive black hole M87* presented by the Event Horizon Telescope is completely concordant with the predicted form of the black hole silhouette in the framework of general relativity. For this reason, the image of supermassive black hole M87* is really the first direct evidence of the black hole existence in the Universe.
In the strict sense all other observations of candidates for black holes, including the very successful registrations of gravitational waves from the coalescence of relativistic binary objects, are only the indirect evidence in favor of black holes existence.
The most important task for the Event Horizon Telescope is recovering the image of the supermassive black hole candidate SgrA* at the center of Milky Way [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Our nearest and native supermassive black hole SgrA* with a mass M = (4.3 ± 0.3) × 10 6 M ⊙ [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] is evidently the object of intensive investigations . Firstly, this supermassive black hole is the nearest "dormant" or "sleeping" quasar with the very low radiation activity, giving a chance for transparency of the ambient plasma. Secondly, the technological level of the Event Horizon Telescope and related with him projects BlackHoleCam [93] and GRAVITY [94, 95] permit to obtain the black hole image with the angular resolution sufficing to resolve its event horizon [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] .
The observed forms of black hole images depend on the distribution of emitting matter along the line of observation on the celestial sphere and surrounding the black hole. In the case of a stationary luminous background behind the black hole, it is possible to observe the black shadow which is a projection on the celestial sphere of the photon capture cross-section in the black hole gravitational field. This luminous stationary background may be produced by the extensive clouds of hot gas, the bright stars or the external parts of the accretion disk.
Instead of the luminous stationary matter in the black hole vicinity may be also the nonstationary luminous matter in the form of hot accreting gas, compact hot gas clouds or compact stars falling into the black hole. We demonstrate below that in the case of the thin accretion disk instead of the black hole shadow it is observed the silhouette of the black hole event horizon. Besides, the contour (external profile) of this silhouette is a gravitationally lensed image of the black hole event horizon equator.
Huge energy is liberated in matter accretion onto the black holes. This process is accompanied by the extremely bright and powerful emission producing the impressive phenomenon of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) including quasars, Seyferts, Markarians, blazars and all that. The brightness of accreting matter is much higher than the corresponding one of the usual stationary luminous background in the form of hot gas clouds, and bright stars. For this reason, it is very difficult to observe the black hole shadow in the presence of the accreting matter. Simply speaking the outer boundary of the black hole shadow is diluted in the light of accreting matter. At the same time in the absence of bright accreting matter, the brightness of usual astrophysical stationary backgrounds seems to be insufficient for registration of the black hole shadow by using nowadays observation technologies.
After the construction of the advanced version of the Event Horizon Telescope has started a new stage of the detailed experimental investigation of black holes and their dark silhouettes for verification of general relativity and its modifications in the strong field limit . The promising hope for these future investigations is a construction of the cosmic interferometer with a nanosecond angular resolution [144] [145] [146] .
It must be stressed that masses of black holes are growing in the real cosmic conditions due to accretion of the ambient matter or in coalescence with other black holes. The outer boundary for the capture of any object by black holes with variable mass is called the local apparent horizon. Meantime, the event horizon has a global nature and is defined by the whole history of the given black hole in the Universe and in fact is defined by the final mass of the given black holes (see strong formal definitions and details, e. g., in [147] ). We will not discern the apparent horizon and event horizon by neglecting the black hole mass changing in time. This approach is admissible if the increase of black hole mass is relatively small during photon traveling from the black hole vicinity to the distant observer.
It is traditionally believed that the black hole event horizon is invisible and it is impossible to reconstruct its image. Quite the contrary, we demonstrate below that gravitational lensing of emitting matter falling inside the black hole provides the principal possibility to reconstruct the image of the whole globe of the event horizon. This image is projected on the celestial sphere inside the position of the black hole shadow. The resulting image of the black hole horizon is the one-to-one projection on the celestial sphere of the whole globe of the event horizon. In other words, the black hole event horizon may be viewed by a distant observer simultaneously on all sides.
The fixation accuracy of the contour of the dark event horizon silhouette depends not only on the angular resolution but also on the sensitivity of the used telescope due to the large redshift of photons emitted by the hot matter in the vicinity of the black hole horizon.
II. ROTATING BLACK HOLE
The major motivation for the validation or falsification of general relativity or some of its generalization is an aspiration for finding the genuine gravity theory. Nowadays scientific technologies provide the implementation of this hope through detailed observations of astrophysical black holes. To compare theory with experimental data (with astrophysical observations un our case) we need to use some appropriate model for the black hole. We know that there are no nonrotating objects in the Universe at all. Therefore, the nonrotating Schwarzschild black hole is suitable only for formal exercises and can not be used for practical purposes of verification or falsification of general relativity.
Thanks to Roy Kerr [148] we have the famous Kerr metric, describing the rotating black hole (or rotating white hole) in general relativity. This metric is an exact solution of Einstein gravity equations for space-time, which is stationary, axially symmetric and asymptotically flat [149] [150] [151] [152] [153] . This metric in the most convenient and standard Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (t, r, θ, φ) [154] has the following form
Here M -black hole mass, a = J/M -black hole specific angular momentum (spin), ω -frame-dragging angular velocity. We use the units with the gravitational constant G = 1, the velocity of light c = 1. Additionally for simplifications in formulas we often use the dimensional values for space distances r ⇒ r/M, for time intervals t ⇒ t/M and so on. In other words, we will measure the radial distances in units GM/c 2 and time intervals in units GM/c 3 . Respectively, we will use the dimensionless value for black hole spin a = J/M 2 ≤ 1, by supposing without loss of generality that 0 ≤ a ≤ 1. The general laws of the black hole dynamics (or black hole thermodynamics) of the stationary axially symmetric black holes were formulated in the epoch-making article [155] .
The event horizon (or the outer horizon) of the Kerr black hole in the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates is a sphere with radius
which is the largest root of quadratic equation ∆ = 0. The event horizon exists only if a ≤ M. At a > M the event horizon in the Kerr metric (1) is absent and Kerr solution describes the naked singularity. At a = 0 the Kerr metric coincides with the static and spherically symmetric metric of Schwarzschild black hole. Here it must be stressed that strictly speaking the event horizon of the Kerr black hole is a sphere only in the topological sense because the Gauss curvature of the event horizon surface is not constant but depends on the polar (latitude) angle θ [156, 157] . A pure spherical form of the Kerr black hole event horizon in the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates is the exclusive property of this unique coordinate system.
The noteworthy property of the frame-dragging angular velocity ω from equation (2) is its independence on the angle θ at the event horizon:
The angular velocity Ω h is called the rotation angular velocity of the black hole event horizon. Consequently, the event horizon rotates as a solid body in the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates!
III. LOCALLY NONROTATING FRAME
It is useful to use the orthonormal Locally Nonrotating Frame (LNRF) for the description of any stationary axially symmetric asymptotically flat space-time [149] [150] [151] , in which the local physical observers move along the world lines r = const, θ = const, ϕ = ωt + const. In the Kerr metric, the angular velocity of frame-dragging ω is defined by equation (2) . The physical observers in LNRF "rotate" together with the black hole and all physical processes for them in Kerr metric look in the most natural way in comparison with the other reference systems [151] .
The basis vectors of the orthonormal tetrad, related with the physical observers in the LNRF, have the following form [151] :
The corresponding basis differential 1-forms (or covari-ant basis vectors) have the appearance
Equations (8) 
In particular, the standard transformations with the help of these components for the second rank tensor are written in the form
In Section VI B 2 we will use the LNRF frame for calculation of the photon energy shift due to both the gravitational redshift and the Doppler effect under lensing of the luminous matter in the black hole gravitational field.
IV. EQUATIONS OF PARTICLE MOTION
The motion of a massive particle in the Kerr metric (neglecting the gravitational radiation and back reaction) is completely defined by the corresponding integrals of motion: the test particle mass µ, the particle total energy E, the particle azimuth angular momentum L and the Carter constant Q, related with the non-azimuth angular momentum of the test particle [97, 158] . In particular, at Q = 0 the particle motion is restricted by the equatorial plane (θ = π/2).
A. Differential equations of motion
Brandon Carter [158] , by using these integrals of motion, derive the first order differential equations of motion for test particle. These remarkable Carter equations have the following form [97, 151-153, 158, 159] :
where τ -the proper particle time or affine parameter along the trajectory of massless (µ = 0) particle. The radial and polar motion in these equations are defined by the effective radial potential
where P = E(r 2 + a 2 ) − aL, and by the effective polar potential
The zeros of these potentials define the turning points dr/dτ = 0 and dθ/dλ = 0 in the radial and polar directions, respectively. Trajectories of massive particles (µ 0) in the Kerr metric are defined by three parameters (constants of motion or orbital parameters): γ = E/µ, λ = L/E and q = √ Q/E. The corresponding trajectories of massless particles (µ 0) are defined by two parameters: λ = L/E and q = √ Q/E. In the Kerr metric there are also possible particle trajectories with Q < 0, which do not reach the space infinity. In what follows we will not consider photon trajectories with Q < 0 because we are interested in photons reaching the distant observer.
B. Integral equations of motion
The first order differential equations of motion (12)-(15) may be presented in the integral form [97, 151, 152, 158] , which are very useful for numeric integration:
where effective potentials R(r) and V θ defined by formulas (16) and (17) . The specific integrals in (18)-(21) are the integrals along the particle trajectory. The most important specific of these integrals is the monotonic growing along the particle trajectory. On a formal level, the integrands in these integrals do not change their signs in transition through the radial and polar turning points. For example, the integrals along a particle trajectory in (18) come to the ordinary one if there are no radial and polar turning points along the particle trajectory
where r s and θ s -the initial (starting) particle radial and polar angle coordinates (e. g., the initial photon emission point), while r 0 ≫ r h and θ 0 -the corresponding final (finishing) points on the trajectory (e. g., the photon detection point by a distant observer). In the case of a trajectory with only one turning point θ min (λ, q) (the extreme point in the polar effective potential Θ(θ)), the integral equations in (18) are written through the ordinary integrals in the form
Respectively, the integral equations (18) in the case of a trajectory with two turning points θ min (λ, q) and r min (λ, q) (the extreme point in the radial effective potential R(r)), are written through the ordinary integrals in the form r s r min dr R(r)
(24) Integral equations (18)-(21) for particle trajectories with the more numbers of turning points are written through the ordinary integrals in similar ways.
The forms of particle trajectories in the Kerr metric do not change in simultaneous changing the signs of time coordinate t and frame-dragging angular velocity ω (i. e., by changing the sign of black hole spin a). For example, the form of particle trajectory plunging into the black hole coincides with the similar one for particle escaping from the black hole with the opposite spin. Note also that trajectories of test particles in the Kerr metric in the case of a black hole coincide with the similar ones in the case of a white hole.
V. FEATURES OF PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES

Ergosphere -invincible rotation
A first striking feature of Kerr black hole outside the event horizon is the ergosphere -the region where any objects can not stay at "rest" (r, θ, ϕ = const) with respect to the static distant observer. The internal boundary of the ergosphere is the event horizon r h = 1 + √ 1 − a 2 . The external boundary (static limit) is defined by the expression r ES (θ) = 1 + √ 1 − a 2 cos 2 θ. The vertical ergosphere profile of extremely fast rotating Kerr black hole (a = 1) in the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates is shown in are used in all other 3D Figs. in which the black hole event horizon and particle trajectories are looked most simple and natural. Inside the ergosphere, all particles are dragged to the invincible rotation around the black hole with the angular velocityφ = dφ/dt ∝ a. In addition, this angular velocity tends to the event horizon rotation angular velocity Ω h from (7) by approaching the event horizon.
It must be also noted that inside the ergosphere there are the astonishing particle trajectories with a negative total energy, E < 0. The existence of these trajectories makes provision for the so-called "Penrose mechanism" for the extraction of rotation energy from a black hole [152, 160] .
Winding around event horizon
A second striking feature of the Kerr metric is a winding of particles falling into a black hole near the event horizon in azimuth direction if a 0. In the Bouer-Lindquist coordinates a winding angular velocity of any particle (including photons) at r → r h tends to the constant event horizon rotation angular velocity Ω h from (7) , which does not depend on the polar angle θ. This means that all particles falling into a rotating black hole are dragged in the solid body rotation by approaching the event horizon, dϕ/dt → Ω h = const at r → r h . See illustrations of the winding effect in Figs. [2] [3] [4] . The orbital parameters for winding 3D trajectories in these Figs. are found from the combined numerical solutions of integral equations (18) , while the 3D trajectories for massive particles (µ 0) and photons (µ = 0) are drawn from the FIG. 2. The 3D trajectory of a massive particle falling into the black hole with spin a = 0.998. The test particle is starting at radius r(0) = 4.4. By approaching the black hole horizon this particle (small glue ball) is winding around event horizon with the constant angular velocity Ω h .
FIG. 3. The 3D trajectories of massive particles falling into the black hole with spin a = 0.998, respectively, very near the north pole of the event horizon, near the event horizon equator and in the southern hemisphere of the event horizon. By approaching the black hole all particles are starting to wind around the event horizon with the constant angular velocity Ω h . numerical solutions of differential equations (12)- (15) .
In Fig. 2 it is shown the 3D trajectory of the massive test particle (µ 0) with orbital parameters Q = 0.3 M 2 µ 2 , E/M = 0.85, L ⇒ L/M = 1.7, falling into black hole with spin a = 0.998. The shown particle trajectory is starting at radius r(0) = 4.4. In Fig. 3 are shown the other examples of the analogous test particle 3D trajectories (small blue balls), falling inside the black hole with spin a = 0.998, respectively, very near the north pole of the event horizon (γ = 1, λ = 0, q = 1.85), near the event horizon equator (γ = 1, λ = −1.31, q = 0.13) and in the southern hemisphere of the event horizon (γ = 1, λ = −1.31, q = 0.97). By approaching the black hole all FIG. 4 . 3D trajectory of photon falling into a fast rotating black hole with a negative azimuth angular momentum. Outside the ergosphere this photon is moving with a negative angular velocity with respect to the distant observer, dϕ/dt < 0. After ingress into ergosphere the azimuth angular velocity of this photon changes its sign, becoming the positive one, dϕ/dt > 0. In addition, by approaching the event horizon, this photon as also as massive particles, is dragging into the same rotation as the solid-body event horizon rotation, dϕ/dt → Ω h = const.
particles are starting to wind around the event horizon with the constant angular velocity Ω h from (7) .
In Fig. 4 it is shown the 3D trajectory of the photon (with an impact factor b = L/E = −6.5 and Carter constant Q = 4) falling into a fast rotating black hole with a negative azimuth angular momentum, which is opposite the black hole rotation. The trajectory of this photon demonstrates inside the ergosphere both striking features of Kerr metric: the invincible rotation around the black hole and winding around the black hole event horizon. Outside the ergosphere this photon is moving with a negative angular velocity with respect to the distant observer, dϕ/dt < 0. After ingress into ergosphere the azimuth angular velocity of this photon changes its sign, becoming the positive one, dϕ/dt > 0. In addition, by approaching the event horizon, this photon as also as massive particles, is dragging into the same rotation as the solid-body event horizon rotation, dϕ/dt → Ω h = const.
Spherical orbits
A second striking feature of the Kerr metric is the existence of relativistic spherical orbits of particles, when they move on the sphere r = const and at the same time oscillate in polar direction between the turning points θ min and θ max = π−θ min . Spherical orbits were described in detail by Daniel Wilkins (see also [162] [163] [164] [165] ). In particular case of equatorial orbits (at Q = 0) the spherical orbits are reduced to the circular ones or circles [151] .
Spherical orbits are defined by the common solutions of equations R(r) = dR(r)/dr = 0, where the radial effective potential R(r) is from (16) , and the turning point in the polar direction are the zeros of effective polar potential Θ(θ) from (17) . In the case of extreme Kerr black hole a = 1 the stable spherical orbits of particles corotating with a black hole at radius r = 1, which coincides in the Boyer-Lindquaist coordinates with the event horizon, form the one-parametric family [161] :
It would be seen below that spherical photon orbits (or photon spheres) are crucial for forming the black hole silhouettes. In the case of Schwarzschild black hole (a = 0) the photon spheres are reduced to photon circles. The gravitational lensing of a separate object by black holes, provides, in general, the infinite number of images [166] [167] [168] [169] [170] . The very usable classification scheme for the systematization of multiple images (or light echoes) of luminous objects was elaborated by Christopher Cunningham and James Bardeen [166, 167] . Each of multiple images acquires a number n, corresponding to the number of crossing the black hole equatorial plane by photon along his whole way from the luminous object to FIG. 6. The direct images and also the first and second light echoes of the lensed images of the compact star, rotating stationary around a near extreme black hole at circular orbit with radius r = 20. The lensed star images are shown in discrete time intervals (see more details in [171, 172] ). A dashed magenta circle is the position of the black hole event horizon in the imaginary Euclidean space (i. e., in the absence of gravity). A black hole rotation axis (magenta arrow) is oriented vertically. All multiple images od this star are placed beyond the black hole shadow (the closed gray region). the distant observer. Photons, making the prime image of the luminous object (with trajectories of 0-order), do not intersect the equatorial plane at all on the way from an emission source to the observer. The trajectory of the 1-order (first light echo) intersects the equatorial plane one time. The corresponding n − order photon trajectory (n-th light echo) intersects the equatorial plane n times.
In Fig. 5 is shown the 3D photon trajectory of the second light echo with orbital parameters λ = −1.784 and q = 5.206, which intersects the black hole equatorial plane two times. This photon starts to the distant observer at radius r = 20 in the black hole equatorial (see more details in [171, 172] ).
In Fig. 6 is shown the direct images together with the first and second light echoes of the lensed images of the compact star, rotating stationary in the equatorial plane of a near extreme black hole at circular orbit with radius r = 20. The lensed star images are shown in discrete time intervals (see details in [171, 172] ). All multiple images of this star are placed outside the black hole shadow (closed gray region). This feature because the circular radius of this star exceeds the radii of spherical photon orbits generating the outer boundary of the black hole shadow. In other words, this star is placed in the region, which regarding the black hole corresponds to the stationary luminous background.
By exclusion of Figs. 5 and 6 we will model further only the prime images of luminous objects because the brightness of the prime image (with the exception of very special configurations) exceedingly exceeds the corresponding brightness of all light echoes [166, 167, 171, 172] .
VI. FORMS OF BLACK HOLE IMAGES
As the distinctive examples of black hole images we consider the lensing models of the supermassive black hole SgrA* and M87*, inhabiting, respectively, the center of our Galaxy and the central part of galaxy M87.
In numerical calculations of massive and massless particle trajectories we use the corresponding equations of motion for geodesics in Kerr metric (12)-(15) and (18)- (21) . The brightness of lensed images is calculated by using the formalism of Christopher Cunningham and James Bardeen [166, 167] .
In the case of supermassive black hole SgrA* with a mass M = The second accessible for observation by the Event Horizon Telescope is the supermassive black hole M87* with a mass (6.6 ± 0.4) × 10 9 M ⊙ in the nearest to us giant elliptical galaxy M87 (NGC 4486), which is placed in the central part of the Virgo cluster of galaxies [173] [174] [175] [176] . From the supermassive black hole M87* is shooting an extensive relativistic jet [177] [178] [179] [180] [181] [182] [183] [184] [185] [186] [187] [188] [189] [190] , oriented at the angle 17 • with respect to the view axis. Detailed long-standing interferometric observations of this jet basis in the centimeter wavelength range recover the clockwise visible rotation of M87* and its environment [191] [192] [193] [194] [195] . This means that to the distant observer at Earth corresponds the polar angle θ 0 = 180 • − 17 • . We will use this polar angle in our models for supermassive black hole M87* (see some examples in Figs. 3-13, 5 and 23).
A. Black hole shadow
From the physical point of view, a black hole shadow is a projection on the celestial sphere of the capture crosssection of photons, emitted by the stationary (with respect to the black hole) luminous background, placed beyond the photon sphere [96] [97] [98] . In real astrophysical conditions, this stationary background may be produced by hot gas clouds or bright stars. In the pioneering work by James Bardeen [96] the black hole shadow was named the "viewed boundary" of the black hole. A more general definition of the black hole shadow see, e. g., in [234] [235] [236] .
The form of an external boundary of the black hole shadow, viewed by a distant observer in the black hole equatorial plane, is defined by the combined solution of equations R(r)(r) = 0 and [rR(r)(r)] ′ = 0. In the parametric form (λ, q) = (λ(r), q(r)) this solution is (see, e. g., [96, 97] ):
Parameters of photon trajectories λ = L/E a q = √ Q/E are related to the impact parameters α an β on the celestial sphere, corresponding to the photons, detected by a static distant observer, placed at the given radius r 0 >> r h ( e. g., practically at the space infinity), at the given polar angle θ 0 and at the given azimuth ϕ 0 (see details in [96, 166, 167] ):
where the effective polar potential Θ(θ) is defined in (17) . Parameter α is called the horizontal impact parameter and β, respectively, is called the vertical impact parameter. For a distant observer, placed in the equatorial plane of the rotating black hole (at θ 0 = π/2), the constants λ = L/E an q = √ Q/E coincide, respectively, with the horizontal and vertical impact parameters α and β on the celestial sky.
In Fig. 7 it is shown the Schwarzschild black hole shadow (purple disk) with the radius r sh = 3 √ 3 ≃ 5.196, and also the typical 3D photon trajectory with impact parameters λ = 0 and q = 3 √ 3 + 10 −3 near the shadow boundary, starting from the distant stationary background, then winding multiply near the radius of circular photon orbit r min = 3 around the black hole event horizon (blue sphere) and, finally, reaching a distant observer at the north polar point of the black hole shadow. Inside the black hole shadow is shown a fictitious image (blue disk) of the event horizon with the radius r h = 2 in the imaginary Euclidean space.
In Fig. 8 it is shown the black hole shadow of extreme Kerr black hole (a = 1). As a typical example, it is presented the photon trajectory (with orbital parameters λ = 0 and q = 11 + 8 √ 2 + 10 −3 ≃ 4.72) near the boundary of this shadow, starting from the distant background, then winding around the black hole horizon near the spherical orbit and reaching a distant observer near the intersection of black hole rotation axis projection with the shadow boundary. The corresponding radius of this photon sphere is r min = 1 + √ 2. For comparison in Fig. 6 it may be seen the numerically modeled prime images together with a first and second light echoes of a star on the stationary circular orbit with the radius r = 20 around the rotating black hole SgrA*, viewed by a distant observer in discrete time intervals.
The black hole shadow of extreme Kerr black hole has a circular form with the radius r sh = 11 + 8 √ 2 ≃ 4.72 at θ 0 = 0 • . The size of this shadow is smaller than the corresponding one for the Schwarzschild black hole (a = 0) with the radius r sh = 3 √ 3 ≃ 5.2. Numerous papers are devoted to the detailed investigation of the black hole shadow in general relativity and its modifications. The real astrophysical observation of the black hole shadow seems to be very improbable in the nearest future. The reason is in the weak brightness of the stationary background in the form of extended gas clouds for registration by the modern interferometric methods. At the same time a black hole shadow will be diluted by the very strong emission of the hot accreting matter, plunging into the black hole. In the accretion case with the highest probability only a dark silhouette of the event horizon will be observed instead of the black hole shadow.
The problem of emitting matter lensing in spherical accretion onto the black hole is complicated by the need to take into account the three-dimensional motion of the accreting matter. Meanwhile, in the thin accretion disk case, the motion of accreting matter is two-dimensional and the problem of its lensing in the black hole gravitational field is rather simple. In the remaining general part of the paper. we will describe the characteristic properties of this lensing by using a simple model for the internal part of the thin accretion disk, adjoining the black hole event horizon.
B. Event horizon silhouette
Besides the stationary luminous background in the near vicinity of the black hole may be the nonstationary luminous matter falling into a black hole in the form of hot accreting matter, compact gas clouds and stars. In this case the black hole image would be drastically different from the black hole shadow [196, [237] [238] [239] [240] [241] [242] [243] [244] [245] . In the case of the the thin accretion disk, in particular, the observed black hole image is a dark silhouette of the black hole event horizon. At the same time, the contour of this silhouette is a lensed image of the event horizon equator [246, 247] .
The thin accretion disk model around the supermassive black hole in the center of galaxies explains the striking phenomena of the observed quasars and different types of Active Galactic Nuclei, which are the most powerful steady emitters in the Universe. The thin accretion disk model explains also the basic properties of the numerous close binary stellar systems in which one companion is the black hole of stellar mass.
Let us describe the principal features of the event horizon silhouette in the framework of general relativity by modeling the images of the supermassive black holes SgrA* and M87* in the center of our Galaxy and in the central part of the giant elliptical galaxy M87. The suitable approach for this elaboration is the thin accretion disk model in the black hole gravitational field by neglecting the self-gravitation of accreting matter [248] [249] [250] [251] [252] [253] [254] [255] [256] .
Internal part of the accretion disk
The most bright region of the accretion disk around the black hole is its internal relativistic part near the event horizon [257, 258] . The particles of the thin accretion disk in the black hole equatorial plane, corotating around the black hole at the circular orbit with a radius r, have the orbital parameters E and L, which are the common solution of equations R = 0 and dR/dr = 0, where the effective radial potential R is defined by Eq. (16):
In the accretion disk, there is an internal boundary at the Innermost Stable Circular Orbit at the radius r = r ISCO (see details in [151] ):
where
The stable circular orbits for accreting matter are absent in the internal part of the thin accretion disk, which is defined as the region r h ≤ r ≤ r ISCO , adjoined to the black hole event horizon. This part of the accretion disk is a region of nonstationary motion of accreting matter. The nonstationary motion of separate fragments of the accretion disk is governed by the strong gravitational field of the black hole and very weakly depends on the local properties of accreting matter, including a viscosity. In this region, the separate fragments of the accretion disk are falling into the black hole independently of one another along the contracting spiral trajectories. The abrupt quenching of the thin accretion disk emission at the ISCO radius r ISCO is a commonly encountered misconception of the "inner edge" of the accretion disk. Besides, it is sometimes mistakenly supposed the dimness or complete absence of emission from the internal part of the thin accretion disk.
Quite the contrary, we use a simple and physically well-founded model for the description of nonstationary luminous accreting matter motion in the internal part of the thin accretion disk, in which the separate accreting matter fragments (and also compact stars and dense gas clouds) are moving on geodesics trajectories in the internal part of the accretion disk r h < r ISCO with orbital parameters E and L From Eqs. (29) and (30) , respectively, corresponding to the radius r = r ISCO . In other words, the separate accreting matter fragments in the internal part of the accretion disk "remember" their total energy E and azimuth angular momentum L at the stability loss radius r ISCO by spiraling down to the black hole. We suppose that the energy flux from small accreting matter fragments is isotropic and remains constant in their proper reference frame during the falling into the black hole (up to the event horizon at the radius r h ). These model assumptions permit to calculate the lensed brightness of the accretion disk in a rather simple manner. The very important note is that the used model for the local emission of the accretion disk does not influence at all on the form of the event horizon silhouette, which is determined completely by the black hole gravitational field.
To consider only the gravitational effects, we will also suppose that the thin accretion disk is transparent for the emitted photons by neglecting the photon scattering and absorption in the ambient plasma. Nevertheless, this assumption provides a self-consistent description of the first image of the supermassive black hole M87* observed by Event Horizon Telescope. It is quite probable that in a lucky chance the ambient plasma around the supermassive black hole M87* was transparent up to the event horizon during this successful observation.
In Fig. 9 is shown the 2D trajectory of the small accretion disk matter (or compact hot gas clump) falling into the Schwarzschild black hole (a = 0) in the inner part of the accretion disk. This fragment is staring from the radius r = r ISCO = 6 (green circle) with the orbital parameters E/µ = E(r ISCO )/µ = 2 in the inner part of the thin accretion disk. The fragment starts at r = r ISCO ≃ 2.32. As distinct from the nonrotating black hole case (see Fig. 9 ), the accreting matter fragment is winding multiply around the rotating black hole by approaching the event horizon at r = r h ≃ 1.44.
r ISCO are, respectively, from Eqs. (29) , (30) and (31) . See in Fig. 10 the analogous 2D trajectory in the case of rotating black hole with spin a = 0.9, where the accreting matter fragment is staring from the radius r = r ISCO ≃ 2.32 with orbital parameters E/µ = E(r ISCO )/µ ≃ 0.844 and L/µ = L(r ISCO )/µ − 0.001 ≃ 2.09. In contrast to the nonrotating black hole case, now the small fragment is winding multiply around the black hole by approaching to event horizon at r = r h ≃ 1.44.
Energy shift of photons
In the calculation of the photon energy shift, which is emitted by the accreting matter spiraling down into the black hole in the internal part of the thin accretion disk at r h ≤ r ≤ r ISCO and registered by a distant observer, it must be taken into account both the gravitational redshift and the Doppler effect. The LNRF, described in Section III, is very useful for this calculation.
It is requested a relation between the emitted photon energy in the proper coordinate system of a small accreting matter fragment and the energy of the same photon detected by a distant observer.
The azimuth component of the velocity in the LNRF V (ϕ) of a small accreting fragment with the orbital pa-rameters E, L and Q = 0 at a radius r is equal [149] [150] [151] :
The corresponding radial velocity V (r) of the same accreting fragment in the LNRF is equal
where the effective radial potential R(r) is defined by Eq. (16) with a parameter Q = 0. We need also formulas for the components of photon 4-momentum p (i) in the LNRF:
The remaining fourth component of photon 4momentum can be easily calculated from relation p (i) p (i) = 0. Photon energy in the LNRF is E LNRF = p (t) . Further, the same photon energy in the orthonormal coordinate system, moving with a velocity V (ϕ) relative the LNRF, equals
Note that the photon energy E V (ϕ) depends only on the orbital parameter λ. In this coordinate system, the accreting fragment is still moving with a radial velocity
In result, the photon energy in the rest coordinate system of the accreting matter fragment equals
The requested photon energy shift (the ratio of photon frequency, measured by a distant observer, to the same photon frequency in the rest coordinate system of an accreting matter fragment) equals g(λ, q) = 1/E(λ, q). The redshift is dominating over the Doppler effect by approaching the event horizon, lim r→r h g(λ, q) = 0.
We use the photon energy shift g(λ, q) in the Cunningham-Bardeen formalism [166, 167] for numerical calculations of the observed energy flux from the separate fragments of accreting matter in the inner part of the thin accretion disk. See the results of these calculations in Figs. 16-5 and 9-23. The local colors of the lensed images of the separate fragments of accreting matter are related to the effective local black body temperature in the disk, which is proportional to the energy shift of photons g(λ, q) = 1/E(λ, q).
Our calculations demonstrate that the brightest point in the thin accretion disk model (see details in the Section VI B 4) for all values of the black hole spin a is placed at the circle with the radius r = r ISCO and is marked by the red star ⋆ on the corresponding Figs. The brightest point placement on the circle with the radius r = r ISCO corresponds to the photon trajectory without the turning point and with the maximum admissible value for azimuth angular momentum, λ > 0, defined from the numerical solution of equation (22) . For a distant observer, the brightest point corresponds to the lensed part of the thin accretion disk, which moves toward observer with the largest value of the Doppler effect.
Dark silhouettes of SgrA* and M87*
In the simplest case of the spherically symmetric Schwarzschild black hole (a = 0) the boundary of the event horizon image (the boundary of the dark event horizon silhouette), viewed by a distant observer (which is placed at θ 0 = π/2), is defined by solution of the integral equation 
Here θ min is a turning point in polar direction on the photon trajectory, defined by the condition Θ(θ) = 0, where Θ(θ) is an effective polar potential from Eq. (17) . According to the Cunningham-Bardeen classification scheme of the multiple lensed images [166, 167] , the photons, providing the prime image of the emitting source do not intersect the black hole equatorial plane on their way from the source to a distant observer. The event horizon radius of the Schwarzschild black hole is r h = 2, and turning point θ min = arccos(q/ q 2 + λ 2 ). An integral in the right-hand-side of equation (42) in this case is equal π// q 2 + λ 2 . In result, the numerical solution of the integral equation (42) gives in Schwarzschild case the radius value for the event horizon image r eh = q 2 + λ 2 ≃ 4.46.
In the Kerr case (a 0) the polar turning point (if it exists) is placed at
This expression for θ min is used in the numerical solution of integral equations (23) and (24) . A space orientation of the supermassive black hole M87* and its equatorial accretion disk relative to a distant observer at the Earth (or at the near-Earth space orbit) is FIG. 11 . Two 3D photon trajectories, starting from the different points of the circle with the radius r = 1.01 r h at the thin accretion disk (light green oval) in the equatorial plane of rotating black hole with the spin a = 0.9982 and reaching a distant observer near the outer contour of the event horizon silhouette (dark gray region). The closed dark red curve is a projection of the black hole shadow boundary on the celestial sphere.
shown in Fig. 11 . The dashed magenta circle in this Fig.  and in all other similar Figs. corresponds to the black hole event horizon image in the imaginary Euclidean space. There are shown also two 3D photon trajectories, starting from the different points of the circle with the radius r = 1.01 r h at the thin accretion disk (light green oval) in the equatorial plane of rotating black hole with the spin a = 0.9982 and reaching a distant observer near the outer contour of the event horizon silhouette (dark gray region). Parameters of these two photon trajectories are λ 1 = −0.047 and q 1 = 2.19 and, respectively, λ 2 = −0.029 and q 2 = 1.52. See in Fig. 12 parameters of photon trajectories λ and q, starting from circles with the radii r = 1.01 r h (left graph) and r = r ISCO (right graph) in accretion disk around the black hole M87* with spin a = 0.75 and reaching a distant observer. The blue color on these graphs corresponds to the trajectories without turning points, while the red color corresponds to the trajectories with turning points θ = θ min (λ, q) in polar direction. The brightest point in the accretion disk (marked by the red star ⋆ at right graph) is placed at the circle with the radius r ISCO ≃ 1.16r h and corresponds to photon trajectory with parameters λ = 1.18 and q = 3.79 or, α = −4.03 and β = −0.18, consequently.
The possible forms of the dark event horizon silhou- ette (event horizon image) of the supermassive black hole M87* are shown in Fig. 13 for three values of the black hole spin a. Note, that in the case of rotation axis orientation of the black hole M87* with respect to a distant observer on the Earth it is observed a contour of the southern hemisphere of the event horizon image (black region), placed inside this black hole shadow boundary (closed purple region). The nearest supermassive black hole SgrA* at the center of the Milky Way galaxy has a mass M = (4.3 ± 0.3) × 10 6 M ⊙ , i. e., three orders of magnitude less than in the case of M87*. At the same time, the black hole SgrA* is placed three orders of magnitude closer than the black hole M87*, and so the event horizons of these two black holes have approximately the same angular sizes accessible for observations by the Event Horizon Telescope. Rotation axis orientation of the black hole SgrA* most probably coincides with the rotation axis of the Milky Way galaxy [259] . For certainty, we suppose that distant observer is placed near the equatorial plane of the black hole SgrA* at cos θ 0 = 0.1 or θ 0 ≃ 84 • . 24. The corresponding forms of the dark silhouette of the SgrA* are shown in Fig. 14 for three values of the black hole spin a.
See in Fig. 15 a dark silhouette of the northern event horizon hemisphere (black region) in the case of supermassive black hole SgrA* with a spin a = 0.9982, illuminated by the thin accretion disk in the black hole equatorial plane. The observed dark event horizon silhouette is specified by the detection of the highly redshifted photons, emitted near the event horizon by the hot accreting matter. It is interesting to note that a contour of the event horizon silhouette is a lensed equator circle on the event horizon globe in the case of a black hole illuminated by the thin accretion disk. It is shown a typical photon trajectory (multicolored curve) with parameters λ = 0.063 and q = 0.121, starting from the equatorial plane at the radius r = 1.01 r h and reaching a distant ob- server near the contour of the event horizon silhouette (black region). More definitely, a black region in Fig. 15 is the lensed image of the northern hemisphere of the event horizon globe (see details in Fig. 19 ). See similar event horizon silhouettes for other values of the black hole spin a in Figs. 16 and 5.
Historically, the dark black hole silhouettes, similar in their form to ones in Figs. 13-16 and 5, were already reproduced in many numerical modeling, e. g., [196, [237] [238] [239] [240] [241] [242] [243] [244] [245] , however, without the identification of the dark silhouette with the black event horizon in spite of that the emission from the internal part of the thin accretion disk was taken into account.
Note also that the emission of the inner nonstationary part of the thin accretion disk (r ISCO ≤ r ≤ r h ), adjoining the event horizon, was neglected in the supercomputer simulation of the lensed accretion disk image for the famous cinema Interstellar. This oversimplification was made consciously by the request of the cinema producer. As a result, the gravitational lensing of only the stationary part of the accretion disk, placed beyond the spherical photon orbits, provides only the image of the black hole shadow without the dark silhouette of the event horizon. Additionally, also by request of the cinema producer, it was neglected the energy shift of photons, emitted by the accretion disk [260] [261] [262] . 
The brightest point in accretion disk
In the classical models of the thin accretion disk, the observed local brightness of accreting matter grows by approaching the black hole [248] [249] [250] [251] [252] [253] [254] [255] [256] . It is considered that the maximum brightness is reached at the stability lost radius r ISCO from Eq. (31). In the inner nonstationary part of the thin accretion disk, adjoining the event horizon, r h ≤ r ≤ r ISCO , the redshift of emitted photons is growing by approaching the event horizon at the radius r h . Meanwhile, the growth of local brightness in the inner part of the thin accretion disk may be sustained by the Doppler effect in the parts of accretion disk which are moving towards a distant observer. Our numerical calculations [263] do not confirm this hypothesis and, instead of, demonstrate that a gravitational redshift prevails over the Doppler effect in the internal part of the thin accretion disk for all values of black hole spin a.
Numerical calculations permit to find a position of the brightest point in the ring with the radius r ISCO . In particular, the brightest point in the accretion disk around the supermassive black hole SgrA* with spin a = 0.65 at the radius r ISCO corresponds to photon trajectory with parameters λ = 4.29 and q = 0.430, or consequently, α = −4.32 and β = −0.042 on the celestial sphere (see Fig. 16 ). In Figs In Fig. 17 it is shown a distribution of the observed energy flux F, normalized to the corresponding Newton value F N , in dependence on the azimuth angle ϕ for the direct (prime) image of the ring in the accretion disk with the radius r ISCO in the case of supermassive black hole SgrA* with spin a = 0.65. Azimuth angle ϕ counts out along the ring. The small-scale non-monotony behavior of this graph is an artifact, related to an insufficient accuracy of numerical calculations. We use Cunnmugham-Bardeen formalism for the calculation of the energy flux F [166, 167] by taking into account the energy shift of 
C. Cartography of the event horizon globe
Now we move to the description of a dark event horizon silhouette and to the cartography (or reconstruction) of the hole event horizon globe by using the emitting probes, falling into the black hole from different directions (i. e., not only in the black hole equatorial plane as in the case of accretion disk). FIG. 19 . Image (reconstruction) of the extreme Kerr (a = 1) black hole event horizon and three typical photon trajectories (multicolored 3D curves), recovering this image. These photons from emitting probes, falling into the black hole, are starting near the north and south poles of the event horizon globe and near its equator and finishing at a distant observer detector, placed in the black hole equatorial plane. The biggest purple region is the black hole shadow. Some parallels (closed blue curves) and meridians (closed black curves) are shown on the reconstructed image of the black hole event horizon. The light blue part of the reconstructed event horizon is a lensed projection of the nearest hemisphere of the event horizon globe on the celestial sphere, while the dark blue part is a corresponding projection of the farthest hemisphere.
It is useful to imagine a thought experiment for detection by a distant observer of photons from numerous emitting probes like neutron stars or compact and gas clouds falling into a supermassive black hole from different directions. The emission from a separate probe would be registered with growth in time redshift as approaching the probe to the event horizon. The position of the "last" detected photon on the celestial sphere will mark with some accuracy the corresponding specific point on the black hole event horizon. Fixation of these "last" photon positions from numerous emitting probes, falling into the black hole from different directions, permit not only to "see" the external contour of the lensed event horizon, but also to "reconstruct" the whole lensed event horizon globe.
Formally speaking, photons, registered by a distant observer from the emitting probes, falling into the black holes, provide the one-to-one projection of all event horizon globe into the closed region on the celestial sphere. FIG. 20 . Numerical modeling of the gravitational lensing of massive emitting source (e. g., the compact star or gas cloud) of spherical form falling into the rotating black hole SgrA* with spin a = 0.998. The falling emitting source has a zero azimuth angular momentum and moves in the equatorial plane. The images of this emitting source are shown in discrete time intervals. At the final falling stage, the images are projected on the celestial sphere inside the black hole shadow position. The images are faded asymptotically in time as the emitting source is successfully approaching the equator parallel θ = π/2 on the event horizon globe and winding multiply around the black hole.
We call the result of this "cartography" by the "lensed image" or simply the "image" of the event horizon. The black hole event horizon is viewed on this image from all sides at once. See in Fig. 19 a reconstructed image of the extreme Kerr (a = 1) black hole event horizon and three typical photon trajectories (multicolored 3D curves), recovering this image. These photons from emitting probes, falling into the black hole, are starting near the north and south poles of the event horizon globe (with trajectory parameters λ = 0 and q = 1.77) and near its equator (with trajectory parameters λ = −1.493 and q = 3.629) and finishing at a distant observer detector, placed in the black hole equatorial plane. The biggest purple region is the black hole shadow. Some parallels (closed blue curves) and meridians (closed black curves) are shown on the reconstructed image of the black hole event horizon. The light blue part of the reconstructed event horizon is a lensed projection of the nearest hemisphere of the event horizon globe on the celestial sphere, while the dark blue part is a corresponding projection of the farthest hemisphere [246, 265] .
Numerical modeling of the gravitational lensing by black holes of the massive emitting source (e. g., the compact star or gas cloud) of spherical form falling into the rotating black hole SgrA* with spin a = 0.998 is illustrated in Fig. 20 . The emitting source has orbital parameters γ = 1, λ = 0 and q = 0. A distant observer is placed above the equatorial plane at the polar angle, corresponding to cos θ = 0.1. The images of this emitting source are shown in discrete time intervals. At the final falling stage, the images are projected on the celestial sphere inside the black hole shadow position. The images are faded asymptotically in time as the emitting source is successfully approaching the equator parallel θ = π/2 on the event horizon globe and winding multiply around the black hole. See the animation of this process in [264] .
In Fig . 21 is shown the supermassive black hole SgrA* with spin a = 0.9982 and silhouette of the northern event horizon hemisphere, highlighted by the internal part of the thin accretion disk. The full map of the lensed event horizon (blue region) may be reconstructed by observation of the emitting probe, falling into the black hole from different directions (see details in [247, 263, 265] ). Results of our cartography of the event horizon image, obtained by means of numerical calculations, are in full agreement with the analogous cartography, provided by using mainly the analytical calculations [266] .
VII. SPIN OF BLACK HOLE M87*
The simple model of the lensed image of the inner part of the thin accretion disk, considered in Section VI B, permits to find the relation between a black hole spin a and a distance d of the brightest point in accretion disk from the center of a dark black hole silhouette. The corresponding relations d(a) for supermassive black holes SgrA* and M87* are shown in Fig. 22 . By applying this relation for interpretation of the black hole image, obtained by the Event Horizon Telescope, we find that the thin accretion disk model is conformed with the presented black hole image of the supermassive black hole M87* at the spin value a = 0.75 ± 0.15, with the 1σ statistical error [263] . This value of the supermassive black hole M87* spin is in a general agreement with the others corresponding estimations by different methods [267] [268] [269] [270] [271] [272] [273] [274] [275] .
See in Fig. 23 a superposition of the first black hole M87* image and the modeled the thin accretion disk at the value of black hole spin a = 0.75. The green closed curve is a lensed image of a circle with the radius r = r ISCO . The purple closed curve is a contour of the black hole shadow. The brightest point in the accretion disk (marked by the red star ⋆) is also placed at the radius r ISCO between two bright spots. The presence of two bright spots in this image instead of the awaited one spot is, seemingly, related with a insufficient number of FIG. 23. Superposition of the first black hole M87* image and the modeled the thin accretion disk at the value of black hole spin a = 0.75. The green closed curve is a lensed image of a circle with the radius r = r ISCO . The brightest point in the accretion disk (marked by the red star ⋆) is also placed at the radius r ISCO . Purple closed curve -a contour of the black hole shadow.
Fourier components used in the interferometric analysis of the black hole image in observations with only 8 telescopes.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The possible forms of dark black hole silhouettes depend on the properties of lensing in the black hole gravitational field, on the distribution of emitting matter around the black hole and also on the black hole relative to a distant observer.
In the case of stationary luminous background, placed outside the spherical photon orbits, it is observed the black hole shadow. This is a capture cross-section of photons, starting toward a distant observer outside the spherical photon orbits.
In a quite different but the most probable case of the black hole, highlighted by the nonstationary accreting matter, falling into the black hole inside the spherical photon orbits in the internal part of the accretion disk (at r h ≤ r ≤ r ISCO ), it is observed a dark event horizon silhouette. This event horizon silhouette is a lensed image of either the north or south hemisphere on the event horizon globe, depending on the black hole orientation with respect to a distant observer.
Nowadays we have only one unique image of the su-permassive black hole M87*, obtained by the Event Horizon Telescope collaboration with an unprecedentedly high angular resolution. This image is first direct evidence of the black hole existence in the Universe because on the bright background of accreting matter is viewed as a dark object with a size smaller than the event horizon of the supermassive object M87* with a mass known from the previous astrophysical observations. This is a necessary requirement for direct evidence of the black hole existence in the Universe. The accretion of matter on the black hole is accompanied by the liberation of huge energy. The brightness of the thin accretion disk around the black hole greatly exceeds the corresponding one from the stationary astrophysical background, required for detection of a black hole shadow. For this reason, the black hole shadow is not viewed on the first image of the supermassive black hole M87*.
The supermassive black hole SgrA* is a "dormant quasar", due to an extremely low emission activity at present time. At the same time in the vicinity of SgrA* there are a lot of bright stars and hot gas clouds, which may act as an emitting stationary background for the revealing of black hole shadow. However, there is a difficult problem for the detection of this shadow by the modern submillimeter interferometric methods due to a low expected luminosity of the stationary background in the case of SgrA*. The other problem with the registration of the SgrA* shadow is related to a possible strong scattering and absorption of photons in the dense plasma near this black hole and in the Galactic disk.
There is a possibility for reconstruction (cartography) of the whole lensed event horizon globe by observation of the compact emitting object falling into the black hole from different directions beyond the black hole equatorial plane. The "reconstructed" image of the event horizon globe is projected inside the black hole shadow position. The similar statement on the possibility of the whole event horizon globe cartography in the Schwarzschild case was made in [276] .
All photons, reaching a distant observer, undergo a strong redshift, if they were emitted by accreting matter in the vicinity of the event horizon. Therefore, an accuracy of determination of the positions on the celestial sphere of "last" photons, reaching a distant observer from emitting matter, falling into the black hole, will depend on the angular resolution and sensitivity of the future telescopes.
It must be also stressed that other observations of candidates for black holes, including the very successful registrations by laser interferometers of gravitational waves from the coalescence of relativistic binary objects [277] [278] [279] [280] , are, nevertheless, only the indirect evidence in favor of black hole existence. Exactly, these gravitational wave observations demonstrate that the coalescence objects have sizes of the order of corresponding event horizons, while these sizes must be smaller than the event horizon ones for the direct evidence of the black hole existence.
